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Uncertainty is the locus of power conflicts; it can be inflated or 

deflated according to interests e.g. in regulatory capture 
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Own works: 
uncertainty in impact 

assessment 

Use more ‘lenses’
Non-Ricardian Economics

Post normal science
System ecology (a-la-Rosen) 

(Feminist economics) 



How about uncertainty in climate science and policy ?



There is too much uncertainty and 

this prevents energetic action;  

more research is needed

Science dispose of the tools to 

manage this uncertain to 

predicting the fate of the planet, 

humans and their economy 

Janus Bifrons, Vatican Museum, Wikipedia Commons

An ambivalence?



Too much uncertainty (and this 

prevents energetic action) so that 

more research is needed



Perhaps we could change 
our consumption pattern

- irrespective of what 
deniers tell us  to do



➔ 7,000,000 reasons to 
reduce the consumption 
of fossil fuels without 
awaiting the climatic 
Armageddon 

WHO: 7 million people 
die every year of 
atmospheric pollution 
(outdoor and indoor)



I am sceptical of an impending climatic catastrophe that 

can only be averted with a rapid exit from fossil fuel 

consumption …

… and this rapid exit is very much a fabricated narrative 



Can the economy be made circular, or rapidly decarbonized? 

… against historical evidence of past transformations



Mega initiatives such as Destination Earth and its Digital Twins to 

‘tame the uncertainty’ in climate science   



Science dispose of the tools to manage 

this uncertain to predicting the fate of 

the planet, humans and their economy 



A proliferation of fantastic model-generated numbers 



=$171 a ton on average at a 2 
percent discount rate”

“social cost of carbon: 

=$56 a ton on average at a 3 
percent discount rate



Mathematical models predicting 
the damage in dollars from 

hurricanes and draughts up to the 
year 2300 



The Stern-Nordhaus controversy; 

a reverse engineering the model:  

➔ uncertainty is too large to take 

decisions ➔ both Stern and 

Nordhaus are wrong 

!

!

Stern’s plot

My plot

% loss in GDP per capita



Should models be domesticated?



Ongoing work 



A typical nuclear waste disposal concept: the waste is separated 
from humans by a series of barriers. 

Source: World Nuclear Organization, https://world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-
cycle/nuclear-waste/storage-and-disposal-of-radioactive-waste.aspx



Propagating 
uncertainty across 
the barriers 
increases 
variability 
(CV=mean/std), 
effective dimension
(kt), 
and the importance 
of interactions 
(Sij, Sijk)    



The regulation should not set limits on 
doses to humans in the biosphere, as 
done e.g. in the US, since these are 
impossible to predict with any certainty  

A more realistic and defensible safety 
standard could be set as a maximum 
level of radioactivity leaving the buffer



The End

https://mstdn.social/@AndreaSaltelli/



Outline

Uncertainty can be gamed strategically by different players 

How about uncertainty in climate science and policy? An ambivalent attitude: 

• There is too much uncertainty (and this prevents energetic action)

→ So we need more research, e.g. Destination Earth and its Digital Twins  

• Still science dispose of the tools to manage this uncertain to predicting the fate 

of the planet, humans and their economy  

→As a result we see a proliferation of fantastic model-generated numbers 

Premises associated to these narratives are from exaggerated to false. Models, 

specifically, need some form of societal scrutiny. 



Chapter 3, A 
Climate of 

dialogue, with 
Paul-Marie 
Boulanger  

Taken up by Judith 
Curry on her blog 

https://judithcurry.com/2021/
02/12/a-climate-of-dialogue/



“My biggest concern was for the health of the climate scientists. They did that work 
admirably and stuck with it but for a significant number it affected their health and wellbeing 
and their professional standing. They were concerned it was going to damage their careers.”

May 6th, 2023: 
scientists 
harassed and 
becoming sick 
because of 
sceptics 



Instead of fostering ecological sensitivity, a status of 
climatic exception boxes ecological problem into a 
single planetary container, where an odourless and 
colourless gas slowly increases the temperature of the 
planet



This vision risks obscuring the messier aspects of 
our impact on the planet



Since we need to fight all forms of fossil fuel we 
cannot fight the dirtiest, from tar sands to shale 
gas fracking  



Orders of worth 
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